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Introduction:  Soon after the discovery that some 

achondrite meteorites are of Martian origin (McSween, 

1985), the possibility arose that Earth and Mars might 

share a common pool of life (Melosh, 1988). It was 

later determined that the transfer of dormant microor-

ganisms is highly probable in our solar system (Milei-

kowsky et al., 2000), otherwise known as “litho-

panspermia.” In this study, we apply this concept to 

extrasolar systems.  

The Gliese 667C system (also referred to as GJ 

667C in this work) is fitting for our focus in studying 

impact exchange and the possibility of litho-

panspermia. Of spectral class M1.5V and approximate-

ly one third the mass of our Sun (0.33 MSun), Gliese 

667C possibly hosts a six to seven planet system (An-

glada-Escudé et al., 2013). A diagram of the system is 

provided in Figure I. Of particular interest are three 

terrestrial planets, GJ 667C c, f and e, all located with-

in the habitable zone (HZ), all of which are identified 

to be warm Earth-like candidates for habitability, i.e. 

most likely rocky in composition that can maintain 

liquid water on the planet’s surface (PHL Archive, 

2018). Planet c is well confirmed, but the existence of 

planets e and f have been disputed (Robertson & Ma-

hadevan, 2014). However, despite this doubt, we be-

lieve our results can be used to find important trends of 

ejected material in dwarf star systems.  

The orbital parameters we used were determined by 

Anglada-Escudé et al. (2013) and planetary radii were 

estimated using the mass-radius relationship in Figure 

2 of Zeng et al. (2019). Using these parameters, we 

apply the Öpik-Arnold method to determine the likeli-

hood of transfer of rocky materials within the system. 

This evaluation has been performed on our solar sys-

tem (Mileikowsky et al., 2000) and similar work has 

been done on close-proximity, resonant planet pairs in 

potentially habitable systems (Steffen and Gongjie, 

2016) and on the TRAPPIST-1 system (Krijt et al., 

2017). 

The Öpik-Arnold Method:  Previously applied to 

our solar system (Melosh and Tonks, 1993), we apply 

the statistical Öpik-Arnold Method to the GJ 667C 

extrasolar system. This method parameterizes a Kep-

lerian orbit by an object’s semi-major axis, eccentricity 

and inclination (a, e, i) and evolves orbital elements 

statistically over large timescales, taking into account 

close planetary encounters. It stops its evolution if an 

impact takes place, it is ejected from the system or it 

becomes isolated in its orbit for more than 4 billion 

years. It then scores these results for the input number 

of small bodies. 

The Öpik-Arnold Method is useful for determining 

the general character of orbital evolution of impact 

ejecta, providing quick results that are within a factor 

of two of more precise methods (Dones et al., 1999). 

We assume small bodies have been ejected from their 

parent planet at velocities greater than escape velocity 

and obtain orbit around the star. 10,000 particles of 

impact ejecta were considered, leaving each of the four 

planets in the system at velocities far from the planet 

from 1 km/s to 30 km/s. and randomly distributed di-

rections. The resulting fates of the ejecta particles (in-

cluding time in space, approach velocity and planet of 

impact or ejection) were then analyzed and compared. 

Results: Overall, it is clear that the arrival veloci-

ties are distributed in an approximately gaussian fash-

ion, while the distributions of time in space are not at 

all gaussian. In other words, ejecta is most likely to 

impact a planet within a short time (1 Mya) of its initial 

ejection, but the distribution has a long tail of much 

longer transfer times. This is shown in Figure II, which 

displays the results of ejection from c and impact on f. 

Distributions for transfer between the rest of the plan-

ets of the system were determined to have the same 

trend. The fates of ejecta transfer between planets c, e 

and f are discussed below. It should be noted that re-

sults were extracted from transfer between planets b, h, 

d and g, but for the purposes of this abstract we report 

the details of the exchange between only planets in the 

HZ and therefore are most viable for lithopanspermia. 

Ejection from GJ 667C c and impact on GJ 667C e 

and f: At low departure velocities, ejecta from c mainly 

falls back onto c itself after a few centuries. As impact 

velocity increases, less ejecta returns to c, but most 

evolves inward striking planets h and b. At most, about 

12% of ejecta reaches planet f and 6% reaches planet e. 

At the highest departure velocities, the probability of 

reaching e and f decreases as more particles obtain an 

initially hyperbolic orbit. Median approach velocity to 

planets e and f ranges between 20-25 km/s for all de-

parture velocities. These approach velocities are nota-

bly lower on average than ejecta approaching any other 

planets in the system, which are between 27 and 40 

km/s. Total exchange time to planets e and f is consist-

ently well within a few tens of thousands of years.  

Ejection from GJ 667C f and impact on GJ 667C c 

and e:  At low departure velocities, ejecta from f main-

ly falls back onto itself after a few centuries, or falls 
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inward to planet c with a probability of up to 18%. As 

ejection velocity increases, less ejecta returns to f and 

more evolves inward, most likely striking planets c and 

b. Impact on the habitable planet c is favored over im-

pact on b. Median approach velocity inward to planet c 

is typically 23-30 km/sec and outward to planet e is 

between 21-27 km/s the exchange time a few tens of 

thousands of years to both planets. Overall, ejecta is 

most likely to travel inward to planet c. 

Ejection from GJ 667C e and impact on GJ 667C c 

and f: When ejected from planet e, the outermost plan-

et in the HZ, particles are equally likely to fall back 

onto e or get ejected from the system after some time. 

As ejection velocity increases, particles are most likely 

to be ejected from the system by the outermost planet 

g. Of the ejecta that remains in the system, most falls 

inward to planets c and f, with an 11% likelihood of 

striking c, and a 7% likelihood of striking f. These like-

lihoods decrease as initial ejection velocity rises higher 

than 15 km/s.  Material falls back onto planet e or falls 

inward to f and c within a few tens of thousands of 

years. Median approach velocities onto planets f and c 

are 24-32 km/s. 

Discussion:  The transfer of rocky material be-

tween potentially habitable planets is extremely likely 

in the Gliese 667C system. However, high impact ve-

locities indicate a lower probability of successful bio-

logical exchange despite short exchange times. Materi-

al that travels outward in the system has a slower ap-

proach velocity by about 5 km/s than the approach ve-

locities of material that travels inward. So, while it is 

less probable, biological material that travels outward 

through the system would have a higher likelihood of 

survival. Astrobiological material existing on Gliese 

667C f has the highest chance of being exchanged with 

its potentially habitable neighbors e and c.  

In the Gliese 667C system, as well as for other 

tightly-packed planets in the habitable zone around 

low-mass stars, the transfer of material is likely. While 

the most probable scenario is that of ejecta falling in-

ward toward inner planets, traveling outward provides 

for slower impact velocities and a higher likelihood for 

survival of biological material. However, high ap-

proach velocities (20-30 km/s) cast doubt  on the sur-

vivability of this type of transfer.  
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Figures:  

Figure I. Plot of the orbits of the planets in the Gliese 

667C system. This figure is for reference of the layout 

of the system. Planets c, f and e are presumed to reside 

within the habitable zone.  Distances are in AU. 

 
 

Figure II. Probability distributions of the encounter 

velocity and times in space of material ejected at vari-

ous velocities form planet c that encounter planet f. 

Median values are denoted by the vertical dotted line at 

the 50% mark. 
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